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Re.Press, Australia, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 226 x 150 mm. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Wittgenstein said that philosophers should greet each other,
not by saying hello, but rather take your time. But what is time? Time is money, but this points to an
even better answer to this basic question for our modern epoch: time is acceleration. In a cultural
system which stresses economic efficiency, the quicker route is always the more prized, if not always
the better one. Wittgenstein s dictum thus constitutes an act of rebellion against the dominant
vector of our culture, but as such it threatens to become (quickly) anti-modern. We need an
approach to reading our information-rich culture which is not reactionary but rather meets its
accelerated condition. In this book, O. Bradley Bassler develops a toolkit for acute reading of our
modern pace, not through withdrawal but rather through active engagement with a broad range
of disciplines. The main characters in this drama comprise a cast of master readers: Hannah
Arendt, Jean Starobinski, Harold Bloom, Angus Fletcher, Hans Blumenberg and John Ashbery, with
secondary figures drawn from the readers and critics whom this central group suggests. We...
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It in a of my personal favorite book. This is certainly for anyone who statte there had not been a worth studying. I found out this ebook from my i and dad
advised this pdf to learn.
-- Delphine Lebsa ck-- Delphine Lebsa ck

Good e-book and beneficial one. I was able to comprehended everything out of this published e pdf. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ma r ia na  Scha den II--  Ma r ia na  Scha den II
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